Today, companies utilize numerous security products; most are standalone, complex, and slow. Detecting and analyzing hacker tradecraft often takes weeks of analysis and, once found, no effective response exists.

Blackpoint’s SNAP-Defense Security Operations & Incident Response platform is a gamechanger; it reduces your security stack while delivering real-time threat alerts and immediate response with the click of a button.

KEY BENEFITS:

• REDUCES THE CYBER SECURITY PRODUCT STACK
• MOST EFFECTIVE LATERAL MOVEMENT DETECTION
• REALTIME THREAT DETECTION AND RESPONSE
• MULTI-TENANT DASHBOARD FOR MSSPs
• ROBUST AUTOMATED COMPLIANCE MODULE
• ADVANCED ASSET VISIBILITY AND THREAT DETECTION (WITH NICOS MODULE)

HUNT AND RESPONSE IS NO LONGER ONLY FOR MASSIVE COMPANIES AND THREAT TEAMS

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES

LIVE ASSET VISIBILITY
MULTI-POINT THREAT DETECTION
AUTOMATED HUNT

PRIVILEGED INSIDER THREAT VISIBILITY
REALTIME THREAT RESPONSE
RISK AND COMPLIANCE REPORTING

INSTALLATION OPTIONS

ON-PREMISE
Virtual Appliance

NEW!
HOSTED
Blackpoint Cloud
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To learn more or to schedule a demo, contact us at Info@BlackpointCyber.com or call +1 410.203.1604.